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Message from THE Government

W

e start by saying congratulations to all graduates
from the Government of the Virgin Islands on
another milestone achieved! You have put in long
hours of study, and so achievement time has come. We
celebrate with you!
As we continue to move forward in The New Regular, living
and working with COVID-19, we thank all the people of
the Virgin Islands for doing your part to keep us all safe.
Indeed, our blessings in managing this pandemic have
been due to compassion and protection from God. While
the BVI has managed well so far, and while our handling of
the pandemic has received international recognition from
the United Nations Development Programme, we will not
be complacent; we will remain vigilant.
The 2021 Atlantic Hurricane Season is once again upon
the region, bringing with it a heightened risk of tropical
storms. We pray that we would not see any storms on our
shores, but we should also BE READY and work together to
STAY READY. Some of the key actions taken so far to ensure
readiness include and testing of emergency plans within
the Public Service, clearance of ghuts and waterways, and
completion of Government’s continuity plan, to name a
few.
We have been holding several public and stakeholder
consultation meetings across the Virgin Islands. We
thank everyone who attended, sent comments, or called

Honourable Andrew A. Fahie
Premier, Minister of Finance and
First District Representative
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into the different live programmes on these issues for their
engagement, recommendations, and positive contributions.
Indeed, these healthy debates, which all have clear goals
and objectives, are all important to a healthy democracy.
With your input, on 17th June 2021, during the continuation
of the Ninth Sitting of the Third Session of the Fourth House
of Assembly of the Virgin Islands, both the Whistleblower
Act 2021 and the Virgin Islands Contractor General Act,
2021 were passed. Alongside these Acts, the Integrity in
Public Life, Police Act, Waste Management Act, or National
Sustainable Development, and more to come, including
Constitutional Review, will be led and shaped by you the
people of the Virgin Islands. These Acts are important in
strengthening our governance structure and journey toward
self-determination.
We thank all public officers and officers from the statutory
agencies for doing their part to make a difference. We also
thank the members of the private sector for their commitment
to our continued development as an economy.
Our history tells us that the success of the Virgin Islands is
contingent on us working together. I know that we all are
committed to the legacy and aspirations of the forefathers of
the Virgin Islands and what their prayers were, and continue
to be for us a people and for those who come to live among
us.
Do enjoy this June Edition of BVILOVE!

Dr. the Honourable Natalio D. Wheatley,
Deputy Premier, Minister for Education, Culture,
Youth Affairs, Fisheries and Agriculture and
Seventh District Representative

Honourable Vincent O. Wheatley
Minister for Natural Resources, Labour
and Immigration and
Ninth District Representative

Honourable Carvin Malone
Minister for Health and Social Development and
Territorial At-Large Representative

Honourable Shereen D. Flax-Charles
Junior Minister for Trade and Economic
Development and
Territorial At-Large Representative

Honourable Neville A. Smith
Deputy Speaker of the House of Assembly and
Territorial At-Large Representative

Honourable Kye M. Rymer
Minister for Transportation, Works and Utilities
and Fifth District Representative

Honourable Sharie B. de Castro
Junior Minister for Tourism and
Territorial At-Large Representative

Honourable Alvera Maduro-Caines
Sixth District Representative

BVIPA and Ferry Operators Add
Additional Ferry Service between
BVI and St. Thomas
The British Virgin Islands Ports Authority has added
an additional ferry trip between St Thomas and the
BVI effective June 1. The proposed supplementary
ferry service will depart BVI at 11:00 a.m. daily and
return at 2:00 p.m. from St. Thomas.
The current schedule allows for one trip daily,
leaving BVI at 8:00 a.m. and returning at 4:00
p.m. from St Thomas.

For more information, please click on the
link below or scan the QR code

http://bvi.gov.vg/media-centre/bvipa-andferry-operators-add-additional-ferry-servicebetween-bvi-and-st-thomas

The agreement to add an extra trip was generated
out of a meeting held on Thursday, May 20
between the BVI and USVI officials.

SCAN ME
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BVI One Of The First Destinations
To Receive Cruise Ships
Premier and Minister of Finance, Honourable
Andrew A. Fahie met with Florida Caribbean
Cruise Association (FCCA) President Ms. Michelle
Paige on June 3 to discuss a safe return of the
cruise industry to the British Virgin Islands.
Premier Fahie said he was pleased to have had
a thorough discussion with the FCCA to fine tune
what the cruising experience in the Virgin Islands
will be like post COVID-19.
The Premier said, “We are not just looking at the
return of the ships to the Virgin Islands. But, also
about how Virgin Islanders and residents have a
stake in the industry through employment with cruise
liners and potential entrepreneurial ventures.”
Premier and Minister of Finance, Honourable Andrew A. Fahie
wrapped up his final cruise meeting today with Disney Cruise
Lines. Pictured with the Premier is Mr. Jose I. Fernandez VP,
Port Strategy, Development & Operations

For more information, please click on the
link below or scan the QR code

http://bvi.gov.vg/media-centre/bvi-one-firstdestinations-receive-cruise-ships

Premier and Minister of Finance, Honourable Andrew A. Fahie,
Premier and Senior Vice President – Commercial Development
of Norweigein Cruise Line Steve Miller
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Additional Ports Of Entry Re-Open For
International Ferry Passenger Operations

The BVI Ports Authority (BVIPA), has announced
the reopening of the following ports for fully
vaccinated travelers and crew on June 17
following Cabinet’s approval on June 9.
•
•
•

Sopher’s Hole Dock, West End
Dog Hole Dock, Jost Van Dyke
St. Thomas Bay Dock, Virgin Gorda

The reopening of these seaports is for
International Ferry Passenger Operations
only until further notice. All other vessels are

expected to use the present protocol which is to
seek approval through the Minister for Health
and the Governor’s Office.
For more information, please click on
the link below or scan the QR code

http://bvi.gov.vg/media-centre/additionalports-entry-re-open-international-ferrypassenger-operations

SCAN ME
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uring an innovation business symposium in
December 2019, Premier and Minister of Finance
Honourable Andrew Fahie announced that the
Government of the Virgin Islands was moving forward
with a rigorous economic development and diversification
strategy, in which it developed and incorporated the
concept of BVILOVE which was tied to an aggressive
“green and innovative” agenda for the Virgin Islands.
At that time, the Government launched BVILOVE, a logo at
that time that was used in all Government communications
and public relations. The focus then was to push forward,
drive green innovation, introduce green diversification,
and revitalise green expansion of the economy through
SMART strategies, empowering our people, and ensuring
development all in BVILOVE.
The mantra of BVILOVE was an expression of Government’s
mission to create a green BVI where all residents and all
people love living Green. This would be reflected in the
way we live, work and invest in the BVI – caring for our BVI
because we love our BVI.
Then, in late 2019 and still ongoing, the global COVID-19
health pandemic presented itself and we have had to adjust
what we do, how we do it and how we live, as with the rest
of the world. We are now living and working in ‘The New
Regular’, a phrase coined by Premier Fahie as we come to
grips with the realities of this coronavirus.
So, we now have a new look, a new feel, a new perspective
in the midst of ‘The New Regular’. Like many other
destinations we sell sun, sand and sea. We even have a
further edge with our fish and fungi. So, we have gone back
to basics, with guidance from above. We are remembering
the legacy of our ancestors that was hinged on BVILOVE.
In October 2019, executives from the cruise industry visited
the Virgin Islands and a town hall meeting was conducted
with all our local stakeholders in the Tourism industry. One
of the suggestions these top tourism executives made was
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that the market has changed from how it behaved in the
years and decades gone by, and travelers have different
preferences and demands. They said we needed to add
more to our tourism product.
They encouraged us to create unique experiences built
around the personality of our people, our history and culture
to complement our traditional offerings. Industry experts
reported that the largest and fastest growing segment
of the Tourism market is millennials in an area being
called Experience Tourism. Studies show that 72 percent
of millennials prefer spending more money on unique
experiences rather than on material things. Travelers are
tired or bored of cookie-cutter vacations in touristy hot spots.
Travelers are looking for an authentic experience in their
travel destination, just as the industry executives have told
us. Tourists, especially the millennial, want a brand that will
allow them to mingle with the locals and experience the
culture of the people.
In keeping with the emerging trends, the British Virgin Islands
is no longer being marketed as “Nature’s Little Secret.”
Today, we are marketed as BVILOVE which is a natural and
appropriate fit for who we as a people living and working in
the BVI, regardless of the sector.
BVILOVE is our brand which simple means ‘Love Our Virgin
Islands Every day.’
People love living in the BVI. People love working in the BVI.
People love doing business in the BVI. People love investing
in the BVI. In everything we do, we love our BVI and we must
continue to let this show as we aim for excellence.
BVILOVE is goodwill that we have built up and it is something
that is in our hand—in fact it is in our DNA. BVILOVE is
our smile, our good mornings, our good afternoons, our
prayers, our hospitality. BVILOVE is who we are as a people.
The Virgin Islands will continue to inspire the world.

https://redcap.link/VACKAP
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BVI Residents To Receive 2nd COVID-19
Vaccine Dose After 4 Weeks
Officials at the Ministry of Health and Social Development said the
interval between COVID-19 vaccine doses is being shortened to
4 to 8 weeks.
The adjustment is to ensure that as many residents as possible can
be fully vaccinated before its stock of AstraZeneca vaccine expires
at the end of July.
For more information, please click on the link below or
scan the QR code

http://bvi.gov.vg/media-centre/bvi-residents-receive-2ndcovid-19-vaccine-dose-after-4-weeks
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Launch of the Vaccinate to Participate
Programme
Government Agencies and Cruise Tourism
Sector Partners are collaborating to support the
Government’s COVID-19 vaccination programme
and encourage their staff to get the jab.
The goal of the Vaccinate to Participate programme
is to promote a positive vaccination message,
create awareness of the benefits of the vaccination,
and encourage persons who work in the cruise
tourism sector to get the vaccine. It is designed to
ensure a healthy return to cruise for the Territory.
Director of Tourism Mr. Clive McCoy stated, “We
are encouraging all front-line tourism workers
such as Tour Guides, Tour Operators, Taxi Drivers
and hospitality workers to get vaccinated as the
Territory gears up to accept its first fully vaccinated
passenger ship, we must meet industry standards to
safely resume this sector and as such.”
For more information, please click on the
link below or scan the QR code

http://bvi.gov.vg/me dia-cent re/launchvaccinate-participate-programme

SCAN ME
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BVI’s COVID-19 Vaccine Efforts To Receive
More UK Support

The Government of the Virgin Islands continues
to receive support from the United Kingdom in its
COVID-19 vaccine campaign and is hosting a visit
from the UK Healthcare Ambassador to the Overseas
Territories Professor Ian Cumming.
Chief Medical Officer Dr. Irad Potter stated that
Professor Cumming’s visit will assist with providing
more information and answering questions from
residents as needed given the Territory’s current
situation with COVID-19 vaccine hesitancy.
For more information, please click on the link
below or scan the QR code

SCAN ME

http://bvi.gov.vg/media-centre/bvi-s-covid-19vaccine-efforts-receive-more-uk-support
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Assessment Of COVID-19 Impact On
BVI’s Workforce Continues

The Government of the Virgin Islands continues to
assess the impact of COVID-19 on businesses and
employees and is requesting a detailed Workforce
Assessment from employers in the Territory.
Employers were asked to submit the assessment
regarding the status of their businesses and
employees to the Department of Labour and
Workforce Development for the period March
2020 to May 2021.
For more information, please click on the
link below or scan the QR code

http://bvi.gov.vg/media-centre/assessmentcovid-19-impact-bvi-s-workforce-continues

SCAN ME
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Public Service Praise Party Kick
Off To Wellness Month
Public Officers were invited to kick off Public Service
Wellness Month with an afternoon of socially
distanced praise and thanksgiving at the Cyril B.
Romney Tortola Pier Park on June 1.
The Praise Party included musical performances
and inspirational messages, and was designed
to uplift public officers as part of Public Service
Wellness Month. The event was the first of the
month-long programme being held under the
theme “Restoration From Head to Toe… Inside and
Out”.
For more information, please click on the
link or icon below or scan the QR code

http://bvi.gov.vg/media-centre/public-servicepraise-party-kick-wellness-month

Public Eye programme

SCAN ME
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Public Works Increases Road
Maintenance And Safety Works
Acting Director of the Public Works Department,
Mr. Jeremy Hodge has said that the Public
Works Department (PWD) is engaged in
heightened road maintenance activities in
preparation for the hurricane season and to
ensure continued public safety.
Mr. Hodge said the Atlantic Hurricane Season
began on June 1, and will officially end on
November 30. He said as the Territory works
to develop its collective disaster readiness and
security during this time of increased risk, the
Public Works Department plans to ensure the
soundness of the Territory’s infrastructure as
best as possible.
For more information, please click on
the link or icon below or scan the QR
code

http://bvi.gov.vg/media-centre/publicworks-increases-road-maintenance-andsafety-works

Public Eye PREVIEW

SCAN ME
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Disaster Management Council
To Review Hurricane Readiness
The National Disaster Management Council (NDMC) met
virtually on June 18, to discuss Territorial hurricane readiness
and consider strategic steps to finalise seasonal preparedness
for the Territory.
The inter-agency body sets territorial disaster risk reduction
policy and is made up of leaders from government departments
and ministries, statutory bodies, and key non-governmental
partners.
This will be the first NDMC meeting chaired by His Excellency
the Governor John Rankin, CMG who leads the NDMC
alongside Co-Chair Premier and Minister of Finance
Honourable Andrew A. Fahie.
For more information, please click on the link below
or scan the QR code

http://bvi.gov.vg/media-centre/disaster-managementcouncil-review-hurricane-readiness
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Insurance Bids Invited For
Administration Complex
The Government of the Virgin Islands acting
through the Ministry of Transportation, Works and
Utilities has announced that it is seeking the services
of a suitable locally based insurance company for
the provision of insurance for the Ralph T. O’Neal
Administration Complex.

For more information,
please click on the link or icon below or scan
the QR code

http://bvi.gov.vg/media-centre/insurance-bidsinvited-administration-complex

Procurement Coordinator, Mrs. Ishma Rhymer
said the aim of the project is to obtain insurance
to cover the Administration Complex for the
construction programme period of three years and
includes Contractor’s All Risk, Public Liability, and
Fire and Extended Perils (inclusive of storms and
earthquakes.

SCAN ME
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Tenders Invited For New Social
Home In Purcell Estate

The Government of the Virgin Islands is requesting tenders for the Construction of a
New Social Home in Purcell Estate.
Procurement Coordinator, Mrs. Ishma Rhymer said the proposed works include
furnishing all plant, labour, equipment and materials and performing all operations
in connection with drawings and specifications.
For more information, please click on the link below or scan the QR code

http://bvi.gov.vg/media-centre/tenders-invited-new-social-home-purcell-estate
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Government Seeks Members For
Boards And Commissions
The Government of the Virgin Islands announced
that it has commenced a recruitment drive for
persons to sit as members of the various boards
and commissions.

Minister of Finance Honourable Andrew A. Fahie has
been quite keen to see advertisements go forward to
aid in recruiting persons to further strengthen BVI’s
Governance systems, economy and its people.

This is the first time that the roles are being
actively advertised to attract a broad selection of
candidates who will be interviewed and chosen
based on merit, prior experience and competence
in the sector.

For more information, please click on the link
below or scan the QR code

http://bvi.gov.vg/media-centre/governmentseeks-members-boards-and-commissions

Acting Premier of the Virgin Islands, Dr. the
Honourable Natalio D. Wheatley said Premier and

SCAN ME
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TRC To Renew Operators’ Licences

The four unitary licences issued to CCT, Flow, Digicel and BVI Cable TV by the
Telecommunications Regulatory Commission in 2007 are due to expire over an 8-month
period in 2022.
The licence renewal process is governed by section 24 of the Telecommunications Act
2006 and Article 3 of the licence.
For more information, please click on the link or icon below or scan the QR
code

http://bvi.gov.vg/media-centre/trc-renew-operators-licences

Public Eye programme
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Government Seeks To Resolve Claims To
Ancestral Lands
Minister for Natural Resources, Labour and Immigration
Honourable Vincent Wheatley is encouraging partnerships
to move forward amicably in relation to resolving historical
claims to ancestral lands following a meeting with the Anegada
Advisory Lands Committee (AALC).
Acting Permanent Secretary in the Ministry of Natural Resources,
Labour and Immigration, Mr. Joseph Smith-Abbott met with
members of the committee on Wednesday, June 9 to discuss
the best way forward.
For more information, please click on the link below
or scan the QR code

http://bvi.gov.vg/media-centre/government-seeks-resolveclaims-ancestral-lands

SCAN ME
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Sister Islands Receive Regular
Scheduled Visits

The Sister Islands of Jost Van Dyke and
Anegada will receive another visit from officers
from the Department of Labour and Workforce
Development’s Labour Protection and Labour
Relations Units.
The visits are in keeping with mandated
practices following the launch of an initiative
by Minister for Natural Resources, Labour
and Immigration, Honourable Vincent O.
Wheatley.
The officers will conduct inspections and
address any disputes lodged as well as to
record complaints voiced by the residents.
For more information, please click on
the link below or scan the QR code

http://bvi.gov.vg/media-centre/sisterislands-receive-regular-scheduled-visits
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BVI Residents Lent Their Voices To
Proposed Police Act
The Government of the Virgin Islands hosted a series of the public meetings
to discuss the proposed Act titled Police Act, 2019 from May 31 to June 9.
Premier and Minister of Finance, Honourable Andrew A. Fahie said that the
Act seeks to repeal the Police Act Cap. 165 and addresses the constitution and
administration of the Police Service. Additionally, it deals with appointments,
enlistments, service and discharge of members of the Service.
The Premier added that the Act also proposes to rename the Royal Virgin
Islands Police Force to the Royal Virgin Islands Police Service.
Acting Premier Dr. the Honourable Natalio Wheatley lead the discussions
in the various district community meetings and on online and radio
programmes.
For more information, please click on the link or icon below or
scan the QR code

http://bvi.gov.vg/media-centre/bvi-residents-lend-their-voicesproposed-police-act

Public Eye programme
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Public Meeting
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STATEMENTS BY
hONOURABLE ANDREW A. FAHIE
GOVERNMENT OF THE VIRGIN
ISLANDS’ REFINANCING OF
BANCO POPULAR PEEBLES
HOSPITAL LOAN
Mister Speaker, on 2nd October, 2009, the
Government of the Virgin Islands signed a loan
agreement for $45 million with Banco Popular for the
construction of the New Peebles Hospital Project.

BVI Tourism Gets A Further
Boost
Over the course of the past several weeks, as your
Premier, I have been doing my best to keep you, the
public, updated on the work that is taking place to
further reopen and re-energise the BVI economy.
As you know, our mission, working with you the
people of the Virgin Islands is to push the economy
into overdrive – doing so in a safe, responsible
and managed way, so that we can continue to
move forward and at the same time minimise any
foreseeable risks.

Mister Speaker, in the analysis of Government’s debt
profile (Central Government and guaranteed), even
in this environment of lower interest rates, this loan
was among the Government’s most costly in terms
of interest commitments. Mister Speaker, the review
recommended that early repayment or refinancing
would remove the contractual requirement to maintain
all Government bank accounts with Banco Popular.
This would enable the diversification of banking risk,
and render the ability to negotiate lower fees, and
potentially higher deposit interest rates, with other
financial institutions.
For more information, please click on the link
below or scan the QR code

http://bvi.gov.vg/media-centre/statementpremier-and-minister-finance-government-srefinancing-peebles-hospital-loan

For more information, please click on the link
or icon below or scan the QR code

http://bvi.gov.vg/media-centre/statementpremier-fahie-bvi-tourism-gets-further-boost
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STATEMENTS BY
hONOURABLE ANDREW A. FAHIE continued
BVI TOURISM RECOVERY REMAINS
ON TRACK
Through the Grace of Almighty God, our humble
Virgin Islands continues to weather the COVID-19
storm.
Indeed we welcome the good news that the United
Kingdom yesterday updated its categorisation of the
Virgin Islands by including it on the green list for travel.
The UK uses a traffic light system, with countries on
the green list considered as safe to travel to and
having the lowest restrictions for return.
Also, the Centre for Disease Control and Prevention
has categorised BVI as Level 1: Low Level of COVID-19
in the British Virgin Islands.
The Virgin Islands’ handling of the pandemic has
received international recognition from the United
Nations Development Programme.
We give God thanks for these important milestones.
For more information, please click on the link
below or scan the QR code

http://bvi.gov.vg/media-centre/statementhonourble-andrew-fahie-bvi-tourism-recoveryremains-track
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STATEMENTS BY
Dr. the Honourable Natalio D. Wheatley
EARLY CHILDHOOD AWARENESS
WEEK AND CAMPAIGN
May 23rd through the 29th was observed as Early
Childhood Awareness Week. The theme and subtheme: “Educating All in Changing Times: All Hands
Needed” focused on highlighting the need for
the community to revisit the way early childhood is
approached in the Territory.
‘Educating All in Changing Times’, alludes to the fact
that all our Territory’s children are not the same nor
are they at the same place. They all share the common
need to be educated and this requires a commitment
from all stakeholders. ‘All Hands Needed’ reminds us
that early childhood education requires input from the
entire community

2021 Atlantic Hurricane
Season Message
WORKING TOGETHER TO BE
READY AND STAY READY

For more information, please click on the link
or icon below or scan the QR code

http://bvi.gov.vg/media-centre/early-childhoodawareness-week-and-campaign

The Atlantic Hurricane Season is once again upon the
region, bringing with it a heightened risk of tropical
storms. This year, as has become common in recent
years, the first named storm formed before the June 1
beginning of the designated season.
As the people of the Virgin Islands understand very
well, the best way for us to BE READY for the hazards
we face – from earthquakes and tsunamis to the
pandemic and yes, storms and hurricanes, is for us to
work together to STAY READY.
For more information, please click on the link
or icon below or scan the QR code

http://bvi.gov.vg/media-centre/statement-actingpremier-virgin-islands-dr-honourable-natalio-dwheatley-working

LIVE ADDRESS
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LaUNCH OF EARLY
CHILDHOOD
AWARENESS WEEK

SCAN ME

STATEMENT BY
Honourable Carvin Malone

COVID-19 UPDATE AND
ADJUSTING COVID-19 PUBLIC
HEALTH MEASURES TO SUPPORT
CONTINUED SAFE REOPENING
As of today, 10th June, 2021 a total of 52,480 tests
were conducted on individuals swabbed throughout
the Territory and assessed at the Dr. D. Orlando Smith
Hospital. The Virgin Islands has recorded a total of
295 cases, with 291 recoveries and 1 death. There
are presently 3 active positive cases in the Territory
-- one of which was captured on their day 7 screening
and the other 2 are contacts of this case. All remaining
positive cases are presently located on the island of
Tortola. The Public Health Unit Team continues to
monitor all positive cases closely and these persons
will remain in mandatory quarantine until they are
deemed fully recovered.
For more information, please click on the link
or icon below or scan the QR code

http://bvi.gov.vg/media-centre/statementhonourable-carvin-malone-covid-19-updatejune-10-2021
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